Abstract. We study the problem of boundedness and compactness of operators of multiple summation with weights in weighted sequence spaces.
Introduction and preliminaries
Let 1 < p, q < ∞ and
be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers. Moreover, suppose that
, and
are weight sequences, i.e., non-negative sequences. We consider the following weighted estimate:
where n -tuple summation operator (S n f ) has the form:
ω 3,k 3 ... 2) and the space l p,υ consists of all sequences
If in (1.2) we change the order of summation, then we can present it as In 1987 -1991 G. Bennett [2, 3, 4] investigated weighted Hardy type inequalities and presented their full characterizations for all relations between p and q except for the case 0 < q < 1 < p < ∞. The remaining case 0 < q < 1 < p < ∞ was characterized by M. Sh. Braverman and V. D. Stepanov in [5] .
When n = 2 , the operator (1.3) is a matrix operator of the following form:
The matrix operator (1.4) was studied in many papers in different sequence spaces. The almost complete collection of these results is presented in the work by M. Stieglitz and H. Tietz [10] . There the mappings of the operator (1.4) are considered in 11 sequence spaces except its mapping from l p,υ to l q,u . The remaining case is still an open problem.
However, there is the series of works ( [8] - [10] ) devoted to the operator (1.4) acting from l p,υ to l q,u but with some additional conditions on the matrix elements (a i, j ), a i, j 0 . For example, in [8] , when 1 < p q < ∞, the validity of (1.1) for (1.4) is found under the condition a i, j ≈ a i,k + a k, j , i k j 1 . In the paper by R. Oinarov, C. A. Okpoti and L.-E. Persson ( [9] , Theorem 2.1), when 1 < q < p < ∞, the correctness of (1.1) for (1.4) is given under the condition a i, j ≈
are sequences of positive numbers. Let us notice that when n 3 for the operator (1.3), then the conditions on the matrix elements from [8] and [9] do not fulfil.
In 1998 A.O. Baiarystanov [6] considered the continuous analogue of the operator (1.3). Namely, he investigated the problem of the operator boundedness from L p into L q . However, the presented method was based on absolute continuity of integral. This method is impossible in the discrete case. Thus, here we establish the validity of (1.1) by other method. Moreover, we study the problem of compactness of the operator (1.3).
To prove our main results we use the criteria on precompactness of sets in l p ([11] , p. 32) and the result for a standard weighted Hardy inequality, when 1 p q < ∞ ([1], Theorem 4.1). For better presentation let us state them here. THEOREM A. Let T be a set from l p , 1 p < ∞. The set T is compact if and only if T is bounded and for all ε > 0 there exists N = N(ε) such that for all
holds.
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557 THEOREM B. Let 1 p q < ∞. The inequality ∞ ∑ i=1 i ∑ τ=1 f τ q u q i 1 q C ∞ ∑ i=1 |v i f i | p 1 p (1.5) holds for all sequences { f i } ∞ i=1 , f i 0 , i 1 ,
with the best constant C > 0 if and only if
In the sequel the symbol M K means that M cK , where c > 0 is a constant depending only on unessential parameters. If M K M , then we write M ≈ K . To prove Theorem 1 we need the following helpful property of A n,m (i, τ):
Main results
when n k m 1 .
Proof. The estimate (2.2) is correct, when k = m, m = 1, 2,...n . Indeed, for 1 τ j i < ∞, taking into account that 
and the following lower estimates:
Suppose that (2.2) holds for k = s m 1 . Let us show that it is correct also for
[we use the fact that the estimate (2.2) holds for
Now, we prove the lower estimate of (2.2). From the definition of A s+1,m (i, τ) we have
[we again use the fact that the estimate (2.2) is correct for
Consequently, (2.2) holds for all k, m : n k m 1 . The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 1] Necessity. Suppose that the inequality (1.1) holds with the best constant C > 0 . Let us show that B n < ∞.
We take a test sequence
for the fixed m = 1,...,n , and j : 1 j < ∞.
560
R. OINAROV AND A. TEMIRKHANOVA Substituting (2.3) in the right side of the inequality (1.1), we have
Substituting (2.3) in the left side of the inequality (1.1), we get
Consequently, substituting (2.4) and (2.5) in (1.1), we have
Since, the best constant C > 0 of (1.1) does not depend on j, m : 1 m n , then
Therefore, B n < ∞. The proof of necessity is complete.
Sufficiency. Let B n < ∞. Now, we prove the inequality:
and
Moreover, in this case the inequality (2.8) coincides with the inequality (1.5). Consequently, on the bases of Theorem B the inequality (2.8) is valid. Suppose that the inequality (2.8) is valid for 1 n l . Let us prove that it is valid
For all i 1 we define the following positive number set:
From the definition of k i and the property of (S l+1 f ) i it follows that 9) and
Applying (2.10) to the left side of (1.1), we have
Next, we assume that
Then the expression (2.11) we rewrite in the following form: Since m 1 = 1 ∈ N 0 , then using (2.9), we have
If m 2 < ∞, i.e., 2 ∈ N 0 , then arguing as before for (2.13), we obtain
For s 3 and s ∈ N 0 at first we estimate the value 2 n s −1 :
Using Lemma 1 for m s−1 − 1 τ , we have
Hence, from (2.15) we obtain
Applying (2.9) and (2.10), we estimate the last summand in (2.12). 
[we apply Hölder's inequality to the second bracket]
[we use Iensen's inequality for q p ]
To estimate I r , r = 1, 2, ..., l , at first we transform it.
Hence, Next, we introduce a new notation
Then for λ t we have
ω t+r,k t+r = A λ +r,t+r (i; τ).
In view of this the notation (2.19) has the following form: By the assumption the inequality (2.8) holds for the operator
Since in (2.21) we have that l − r l , when 1 r l , then 
Now, we estimate 
Consequently,
Then (2.22) yields that
According to (2.17), (2.18), and (2.26), we have that (2.8) holds, when n = l + 1. Therefore, (2.8) is valid for all 1 < n < ∞. Moreover, for the best constant C in (1.1) we obtain the estimate C B n , which together with (2.7) gives C ≈ B n .
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. Proof. Necessity. Let the operator S n be compact from l p,v into l q,u . For all l 1 and m : 1 m n we introduce the following sequence: Then from (2.28) and (2.29) it follows (2.27). The proof of necessity is complete. Sufficiency. Let (2.27) be correct, then by Corollary 1 the operator S n is bounded from l p,v into l q,u . Consequently, the set {uS n f , f l p,v 1} is bounded in l q . Let us show that this set is precompact in l q . By the criteria on precompactness of the sets in l p (see Theorem A), the bounded set {uS n f , 
